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ABSTRACT
The thesis presents an experimental study of heat/mass transfer coefficient in 4:1
aspect ratio smooth channels with non-uniform cross-sections. Curved leading and
trailing edges are studied, for two curvatures of 9.06 m-1 (0.23 in-1) and 15.11 m-1 (0.384
in-1) and for two different curvature configurations. One configuration has curved walls
with curvature corresponding to the blade profile (positive curvature on both leading and
trailing walls), and the other configuration has leading and trailing walls that curve
inwards into the coolant passage (negative curvature on the leading surface and positive
curvature on the trailing surface).
The experiments are conducted in a rotating two-pass coolant channel facility
using the naphthalene sublimation technique. Only the radially outward flow is
considered for the present study. The span-wise mass transfer distributions of fully
developed regions of the channel walls are also presented, to delineate the effect of
rotation number. The mass transfer data from the curved wall channels is compared to
those from a smooth 4:1 rectangular duct with similar flow parameters.
In the first set of experiments Re=10,000 with Ro=0-0.071 and 900 orientation,
heat transfer enhancement especially in the leading wall is seen for the lower curvature
channels, and there is a subsequent reduction in the higher curvature channel, when
compared to the 4:1 rectangular smooth channel. This indicates that an optimal channel
wall curvature exists at this Reynolds number for which heat transfer is the highest.
For Re=20,000 with Ro=0-0.051 and 900 and 450 orientation, the heat transfer
results show highest enhancements for the higher curvature positive-positive section,
with respect to the 4:1 rectangular channel, but this enhancement is reduced with increase

xii

in rotation. The lower curvature positive-negative section shows the highest increment in
heat transfer enhancement with rotation number for both 900 and 450 orientations. The
heat transfer ratios are reduced with rotation for the 450 orientation for the higher
curvature positive-negative section. Thus, all the measurements indicate that an optimum
curvature exists for a particular Reynolds number where the heat transfer would be the
highest.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Gas turbines are still one of the major thrust providers in the world. Its extensive
usage in the power generation and aircraft propulsion industries, to accommodate the
increased industrialization and transportation poses a serious concern to the everincreasing demand for energy. A lot of research is done to improve the efficiency of gas
turbines, as alternative means are yet to be discovered. One of the methods to increase
thrust and efficiency of a gas turbine is to increase the combustion temperature. Higher
turbine inlet temperature provides a higher temperature gradient and hence better thrust
and efficiency. This is however limited by the material characteristics of the turbine
blade, which cannot withstand the high inlet temperatures of ~ 1600 K to 1800 K. Blade
cooling allows the turbine to be subjected to higher inlet temperatures, and also helps
increase turbine blade life and hence better performance.
Compressed air with relatively lesser enthalpy is used for cooling. The turbine
blade can accommodate internal cooling passages, where the thermal energy can be
absorbed by convection from the internal walls. Cooling air through these channels can
also be ejected out through tiny holes at the tip of the blade to create a film of low
thermal energy layer between the combustion gases and the blade surface, thus
preventing the blade from direct contact with the hot gas. This method is called film
cooling. Other methods include using pin fins at the blade trailing edge internal passages
to increase surface area for cooling.
Internal blade cooling involves serpentine passages inside the blade through
which coolant air is passed to absorb heat internally. Figure 1.1 shows a blade cross
section and the channels through the blade. The blade is thicker at the mid chord and
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thins out as it goes to the blade trailing edge. Typically the channel aspect ratios (Width:
Height) change from 1:4 in the mid chord up to 10:1 in the trailing edge of the blade. The
channel orientation with respect to the direction of rotation also changes as we move
from blade tip to trailing edge. Moreover the passage cross-sections are not exact squares
or rectangles. They are more curved at the blade tip and mid chord and become
trapezoidal and wedge like at the blade trailing edges.

Figure 1.1 Cross sectional view of a gas turbine blade with internal cooling passages [17]
1.1

Literature Review
The heat transfer and flow patterns inside the channels cannot be predicted only

by simulating a square stationary case. Wagner et. al. [1] and Johnson et. al. [2] studied
the flow in smooth square channels (1:1) with rotation and quantified the effects of
rotation

number

( Ro = Ω D h / U )

and

the

Buoyancy

parameter

( Bo = ( ∆ ρ / ρ )( R / D h ) Ro 2 ) on the heat transfer in rotating channels. Similar research
was further done to study the flow patterns with detailed spatial resolution using the mass
transfer technique, by Park et. al [3] and Kukreja et. al. [4]. Rotation induces Coriolis and
buoyancy forces, which create secondary flows in the direction perpendicular to the mean
flow direction. In a radially outward flow both these forces combine to shift the mean
flow to the trailing surface of the channel.
2

Direction of
Coriolis force

Flow directed out of the cross-section

Figure 1.2 Effects of Rotation and schematic of secondary flow patterns expected in 900
and 450 orientation relative to the direction of rotation.
Augmentation of heat transfer is mainly due to the mixing of the cooler core of
fluid and its movement in the channel due to the forces mentioned above. Figure 1.2
portrays the rotation-induced forces acting on radially outward-flowing coolant in a
channel. Here LW and TW represents Leading and trailing walls respectively and ISW
and OSW represent Inner side walls and Outer side walls respectively, in a 90 degree
orientation. While LSW and TSW represent Leading Side wall and trailing side wall
respectively, in 45 degree orientation. The secondary vortices generated by Coriolis
forces are shown for 90 degree and 45 degree orientation to the direction of rotation, with
flow directed out from plane of the paper. Such flows influence the heat transfer profiles
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on the channel walls. Figure 1.3 shows the schematic of possible heat transfer profiles on
the leading and trailing walls of a 4:1 channel with rotation.

DS

At Ro=low
TW

ω

SS

LW
At Ro=high

DS

TW

ω

LW
SS

Flow directed out of the cross-section

Figure 1.3 Schematic of rotation effect on wall heat transfer, showing destabilized and
stabilized surfaces due to secondary flows in a high aspect ratio channel. The main flow
direction is out of the paper plane.
The Heat transfer ratios depend upon the stabilizing (SS) /destabilizing (DS)
effects determined by the direction of the secondary vortex loops. At higher rotation
numbers, multiple secondary flow vortices are formed in the high aspect ratio channels.
This is confirmed by the computational results of Murata et. al [23] and Saha and
Acharya [38] for a 4:1 rotating channel at higher rotation numbers, where it is shown that
multiple secondary flows form in the channel cross-section due to the phenomenon of
vortex splitting. These complex secondary flows generally enhance heat transfer on both
leading and trailing surfaces, as observed by Saha and Acharya [38], but more so, on the
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trailing surface due to the effect of the Coriolis forces. The heat transfer is expected to
enhance in the destabilized regions and reduce in the stabilized regions.
The buoyancy force is governed by both the centrifugal force acting on the fluid
and the density gradient in the fluid. The density gradient is generated due to the
difference in temperatures of the fluid near the heated walls and the fluid in the core of
the passage. The study presented here uses the naphthalene sublimation technique and the
related density gradients are negligible. Therefore centrifugal buoyancy plays no role in
the presented results of this paper, where rotation number effects alone are manifested.
A significant number of studies have been conducted in the past on both smooth
and ribbed coolant channels. Zhang et al. [5] experimented with a three-pass serpentine
circuit with turbulators oriented normal to the flow, concluding that the normalized
Nusselt number is insensitive to Reynolds-number variation. Here the Reynolds-number
( Re =ρUDh / µ ) is based on hydraulic diameter ( Dh ) of the duct. Heat transfer
enhancements have been achieved with the help of rib turbulators and many other forms
of turbulence promoters like vortex generators ([6],[7]), profiled ribs ([8],[9]) and
dimples [10]. Changes in channel aspect ratio also affect the heat transfer characteristics.
These were studied extensively with the mass transfer method by Agarwal et. al [11] for
1:4 channels, while ([12]-[14]) and others [15] also studied the effects of aspect ratio,
with and without ribs using direct heat transfer measurements.
Until a decade back, flow and heat transfer in smooth square channels were
investigated ([16]-[18]). Higher aspect ratio studies on smooth rectangular channels show
a wide range of flow patterns different from the square channel [19]. The Present study
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compares the results with 4:1 rectangular duct, under different orientations for smooth
channel flow with curved cross section.
Hart [20] investigated the effect of rotation on flow in rectangular channels. He
observed secondary flow formation due to coriolis forces acting on the flow. This
secondary flow circulation was stable at low rotation rates and unstable at higher
rotations. Similarly, Morris et. al.[21] conducted heat transfer measurements on
rectangular channels with orthogonal mode of rotation. He too concluded the heat
transfer enhancement in the trailing wall due to the coriolis induced cross stream
secondary flow. Further, his results showed the leading wall heat transfer to be
significantly impaired corresponding to the non-rotating flow situation.
Harasgama et. al. [22] studied the effects of rotation and centripetal buoyancy on
heat transfer in ducts of different cross sections. He concluded that heat transfer
correlations for a rotating circular duct are valid for ducts with triangular and square cross
sections, if the appropriate length scale (hydraulic diameter), is used.
Murata et. al [23], studied the rotation effects on different aspect ratios, using
numerical simulations. His studies showed the multiple secondary-flow vortex formation
at higher rotation numbers, for high aspect ratio channels.
Griffith et. al [24] studied the effect of rotation in a rib roughened rectangular
channel with 4:1 aspect ratio. His investigations revealed that spanwise heat transfer
differences of up to 25% for the smooth and tilted channel exist across the leading and
trailing surfaces. One of the important observations from his results was that the duct
orientation significantly affected the leading, the inner and the outer surfaces, and yet not
much effect was seen on the trailing surfaces for both smooth and ribbed cases.
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Furthermore, the smooth and ribbed case trailing surfaces and the smooth case side
surfaces showed strong dependence on rotation number. Their investigation also showed
effects of aspect ratio on the leading surface heat transfer enhancement where the
enhancement increased as the channel become narrower.
The entrance region for the first set of experiments done it this thesis was that of
sharp edged, with sudden contraction in area. Sparrow et. al. [25] investigated local mass
transfer behavior in such channels with sharp edged inlet. He observed flow separation
and reattachment in the first few hydraulic diameters downstream of the inlet. He also
observed uniform cross-stream distribution along the entire length of the channel except
at the corners.
Syuhada et. al [26], investigated entrance effects with a uniform inlet and a
contracted flow inlet condition. Detailed 2D mass transfer distributions were drawn. For a
uniform entrance region the flow showed low Sherwood number region corresponding to
laminar mass transfer on the walls. On the other hand the contracted entrance didn’t have
any such laminar mass transfer region.
Wright et. al [27] studied the effects of channel entrance in the channel heat
transfer properties. He observed that stationary channels with sudden contraction or
partial sudden contraction had higher heat transfer ratios than the smooth channel
entrance. While the sudden contraction entrance effects die out within first 5 Hydraulic
diameters the partial sudden contraction effect stays throughout the channel. These
effects however reduce with increase in Rotation number.
All the above studies were conducted on smooth flat walls, with either square or
rectangular channel cross section with or without ribs. There is virtually no paper in the
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literature that has studied the heat transfer aspects of channels with curved walls in the
cross section. There have been studies in bends and curved plates by Chung. et al. [28],
Arnal. et al. [29], Kim et al. [30], and Chen et al. [31], in which the flow direction is
along the curvature. Under such conditions, Goertler vortex effects may develop. These
studies mainly involve the simulation of flows over a blade external surface and flows in
the bends of internal cooling channels. Laker et al. [32] and many others studied the flow
of coolant through circular ducts, which gives an idea of the fluid flow through curved
channels. In reality the internal channels are not exactly neither square nor rectangular as
shown in Figure 1.1. The channels have curved edges and are often trapezoidal in their
cross sections depending on the blade profile. Thus it is important to analyze the heat
transfer and flow characteristics inside the turbine blade segment by segment, considering
all the parameter changes involved, including the curvature of the channel cross-section.
1.2

Objective
In the present study, two curvature configurations are considered. In the first, both

the leading and trailing surfaces have positive curvature (denoted as (( channel) that
mimic the natural curvature of the blade. This is a natural configuration to study, but
there is no information in this regard in the literature. In the second, the leading surface
has negative curvature while the trailing surface has positive curvature leading to a
coolant passage with the leading and trailing surfaces curved inwards into the passage.
This configuration is denoted as )( channel. The choice of the second curvature is based
on the notion that cross-sectional area variations and associated pressure gradients can
generate secondary flows that can potentially enhance heat transfer. The )( channel is
currently a geometry not encountered in internal coolant passages. Although not
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immediately of practical relevance this channel cross-section geometry and the associated
results are useful in principle to assess the effect of convex curvature on the mass/heat
transfer process under stationary and rotating conditions. However, this geometry may be
of practical relevance in the future in designs where internal dividing walls between
individual branches of the serpentine cooling channels are approximately parallel to the
camber line of the airfoil. In such a design the dividing wall can be made convex towards
the pressure side of the airfoil. Since the outside surface of the pressure side is concave,
the corresponding inner wall of the cooling passage is convex, thus the coolant channel
on the suction side of the airfoil can have doubly convex, )(, walls. If there is a heattransfer advantage in such channels, as indeed indicated in the current study,
implementation of coolant channels with partitions along the camber line with such crosssections may be viable and advantageous.
The present study uses the naphthalene sublimation technique [36] and the heat to
mass transfer analogy to study the effect of curved channel walls with curvature
perpendicular to the main flow direction on the mass/heat transfer in outwards flowing
coolant channels under stationary and rotating conditions with 90 and 45 degree
orientation. As mentioned previously, rotation number effects are examined in the
absence of centrifugal buoyancy.

9

2
2.1

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Rotating Mass Transfer Facility
The experimental test rig (Figure 2.1) for rotating mass transfer studies consists of

a rotor with the test section on one end and counter balancing weight on the other. The
rotation is induced using a hydraulic motor and chain drive mechanism. The test section
consists of a single module of serpentine cooling channel whose internal sides are
removable plates cast with naphthalene.

Figure 2.1 Test Rig
Compressed air is used as the working fluid. An external reservoir supplies air to
the test section to avoid fluctuations in flow due to the compressor. Air flows at the
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required flow rate through the shaft of the rotor, then through the test section and back
out through the other end of the rotor shaft to an exhaust hood through flexible tubing. A
concentric bore orifice is used to measure the mass flow rate in a metering run. Calibrated
absolute and differential pressure gauges are used to measure pressure in the channel and
across the orifice. The temperature of the naphthalene wall is measured using K-type
thermocouples cast into the naphthalene wall. The thermocouple output is recorded and
stored in a data logger fitted on the rotating shaft. It is also read simultaneously with a
thermocouple amplifier fixed onto the test section and connected to a real time data
acquisition system through a set of slip rings. A differential pressure transducer capable
of measuring very low pressures is also fixed onto the test section to study the pressure
losses. All the instruments are calibrated for the desired experimental conditions.
2.2

Test Section
Figure 2.2 (a) shows a schematic of the serpentine channel test section and Figure

2.2 (b) shows its cross sectional view. For the current study the radially outward flow
coolant passage also referred to as inlet channel is studied for different flow conditions. A
1800 bend and an outlet flat-walled channel (Inward flow) of 4:1 aspect ratio (Width:
Height) are used to complete the serpentine passage. The test section consists of eight
removable aluminum plates, four in each pass of the channel, filled with naphthalene.
The plates and the bend are secured to the frame in a flange-like manner using O-rings
and screws to avoid air leakage. When assembled, the test section forms 25.4 mm x 6.35
mm x 304.8 mm (Width x Height x Length) inlet and outlet sections, 38.1 mm apart that
are connected by the 180-degree, 25.4 mm x 6.35 mm 4:1 rectangular cross-section bend.
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The radial position of the center of the section is roughly located at 890 mm from rotating
axis. Most of the test section is made of aluminum alloy to reduce weight.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 (a) Serpentine channel vertical cross section. (b) Channel horizontal cross
section
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Table 2.1 The different types of channels used for current study, *Rc=Radius of curvature, H=6.35 mm, W=25.4 mm
SL No.
Section
Hydraulic Dia
Area
Name
Segment height
Symbol
W/Rc*
2
(mm)
(mm )
(e/W)
1

10.2

161.3

0

[] 4:1

0

4:1 section

2

10.3

164.2

0.06

(( 0.06

0.23

(( 0.23 section

3

7.7

122.6

0.06

)( 0.06

0.23

)( 0.23 section

4

9.7

157.4

0.1

(( 0.1

0.384

(( 0.384section

5

5.0

81.0

0.1

)( 0.1

0.384

)( 0.384 section
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The test section is covered with a pressure vessel to alow pressurization. It also
diminishes viscous heating as the test section is exposed only to stagnant air and isolates
from external disturbances. The rotor and test section are fully enclosed by a cast iron
casing for safety purposes. The casing also houses the bearings and supports the rotor
shaft.
The entrance region of the channel has different geometries for the two different
set of experiments conducted.

Figure 2.3 Sudden contraction inlet for the first set of experiments
The initial set of experiments with Re=10,000 and 90 degree orientation to
direction of rotation is conducted with a partial sudden contraction entrance as shown in
Figure 2.3. The entrance region consists of a settling chamber where the air through the
flexible tubing enters through the side bottom of the test section at an angle. This settling
chamber has a circular inlet reducing to a square 1:1 exit of 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm
dimensioin. The radially outward 4:1 channel starts at 50 mm from this square exit, with
one longer edge of 25.4 mm flush with one edge of the square exit and other side having
a sudden contraction from the square exit to the 4:1 channel of 25.4 mm x 6.3 mm. The
second set of experiments with Re=20,000 and 90 and 45 degree orientation to the
direction of rotation is done with smooth transition entrance as shown in Figure 2.4. Here
the settling chamber has an elliptical inlet which reduces to a rectangular exit.
14

Figure 2.4 Modified smooth transition and meshed entrance for second set of experiments
The naphthalene walls of this rectangular channel start at roughly 50 mm from
this settling chamber exit. Further the settling chamber inlet is meshed using a 24% open
wire mesh size. This is used to reduce any non-uniformities and disturbances to the flow
inside the channel.
Table 2.1 shows the curved cross sections used for the current study. Channels
with the two different curvature configurations with curved leading and trailing edges are
studied, for two curvatures 9.06 m-1 (0.23 inch-1) and 15.11 m-1 (0.384 inch-1). Positive
curvature is defined here as that corresponding to the natural curvature of the blade, and
is represented by configurations 2 and 4 in Table 2.1. The higher curvature (1/Rc) leads
to a greater offset (e) from the flat configuration (as shown in the schematic in Table 2.1),
and therefore the dimensionless curvature can be expressed either as e/W or by W/Rc.
Both these values are shown in Table 2.1. For notational convenience, the positivepositive curvature configuration also known as concave-convex configuration is denoted
by the symbol (( with the corresponding e/W values indicated alongside. The negativepositive curvature configuration also called the convex-convex configuration is similarly
denoted as )(. The terms Concave and Convex curvatures are used to indicate the surfaces
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depending upon the curving into a flat surface and curving out from a flat surface,
respectively.
Here the common length scale for all the channels would be the width of the 4:1
channel (W) which is 1 inch or 25.4 mm. This dimension is used to non-dimensionalize
the different distances measured in the channel. Hence distances in X, Y and Z directions
are non-dimensionalized to get X/W, Y/W and Z/W respectively. This also helps in
comparing the plots between the different cross sections studied.
For the first set of experiments a detailed study at Re = 10,000 with rotation
numbers in the range 0 – 0.07 is performed for the different configurations with 90
degree orientation to the direction of rotation. The second set of experiments were done
for the different configuration at Re=20,000 and rotation numbers between 0 to 0.051 for
90 degree and 45 degree orientations to the direction of rotation.
The mass transfer data from the curved walled channels is compared to those
from a smooth 4:1 rectangular duct with similar flow parameters. The local mass transfer
data is analyzed mainly for the fully developed region and area-averaged to study the
effect of rotation number. The fully developed region in the channel consists of 59x30
points at a distance of more than 20 hydraulic diameters from the channel entrance. The
Sherwood number is normalized using the McAdams correlation [33] for a smooth flatwalled channel.
2.3

Casting
The naphthalene walls are cast by making a mould of highly polished metal

backing plates clamped to the channel wall plates, using a set of G-clamps. The required
geometry for the naphthalene surface is obtained by changing the backing plates for
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casting. For flat smooth surfaces, flat backing plates are used. For a concave surface,
convex backing plates are used and vice versa. Similarly, the surface curvature is also
determined by the backing plates used. All plates have highly polished casting surfaces.
Highly purified Naphthalene crystals are melted in heavy walled glass beakers
and molten naphthalene is quickly poured into the hollow cavity of the plate frame and
the backing plate. The cast plate is kept in a fume hood for at least eight hours to attain
thermal equilibrium with the laboratory. To obtain the wall temperature two
thermocouples are cast in the naphthalene, in one of the cast plates. The plates are
mounted onto the test rig by first inserting the inner sidewall, then the bend and at last the
other plates are added onto the test section.
2.4

Data Acquisition
The mass transfer technique requires measuring the local naphthalene sublimation

depth at various points on the naphthalene-coated walls after the experiment. Preliminary
analysis and experiments are conducted to decide the positions of interest on the
naphthalene walls. The Naphthalene sublimated from these points is measured by moving
the cast plates under a fixed linear variable differential transducer (LVDT) type
profilometer before and after the experiment is conducted. The cast plates are moved with
the help of a bi-directional traversing table secured onto the platform of a milling
machine. The table has a 15.9mm thick tooling aluminum plate, machined with pin
supports and machine screw taps to ensure that the walls not only lie perfectly flat on the
mounting plate, but also the scans are repeated at the exact same points. The traverse
mechanism is actuated through micro-step drive motors with a 0.00127mm step size,
using a program run on a personal computer. The current set of experiments use 120 x 5
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points along the length of the plate, to measure the averaged centerline Sherwood number
data. The fully developed region consists of 59 x 30 points in a 56 mm x 25.4 mm region
at approximately 20 hydraulic diameters of the 4:1 channel.
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3
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS

Procedure
The Naphthalene sublimation technique experiment done here consists of the

following steps:
•

All the instruments are calibrated and checked for proper functioning.

•

The test section plates are prepared.
This involves cleaning of all the required aluminum plates and then clamping
them to the respective backing plates according to the surface shape required.
Molten Naphthalene is poured and cast with two calibrated thermocouples
embedded in the walls. Then the plates are kept in a fumed hood for 8 hours to
attain thermal equilibrium.

•

The plates are separated from the casting accessories and then cleaned properly to
avoid impurities in the plate base and on the walls. Care is taken to avoid any
contact with the naphthalene surface wall.

•

The plates are properly secured onto a computer controlled traversing platform.
Torque wrench is used to tighten the plate screws. The initial scan is done on the
plate for the different points required.

•

The idle plates are meanwhile kept inside an air tight compartment partly filled
with used naphthalene to maintain high naphthalene vapor pressure. This reduces
the losses due to natural convection. The surface scan takes about 25 minutes for
the leading and trailing walls and 15 minutes for the two sidewalls.
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•

After all the plates are scanned they are assembled onto the test section using a
torque wrench to reduce errors due to non uniform tightening. The assembly time
per plate onto the test section is about 5 minutes.

•

Then the thermocouple amplifier and other required accessories are fitted onto the
test section. The test section is tightly closed using the cast iron pressure vessel.

•

The lid of the test rig is closed using the hydraulic piston and bolted for safety.
The rotation is actuated using a hydraulic drive mechanism and run for
approximately 40 minutes until the rotation is steady.

•

The compressor and the connected dryer is switched on and allowed to reach the
necessary pressure. The fume hood is then turned on to exhaust the compressed
air after it passes through the test section.

•

The pressure regulated valve is turned on to attain 80 psi which is the calibration
pressure for the pressure gauges used.

•

Using the inlet and exit ball valves the required flow rate and duct pressure is
achieved.

•

The experiment is run for a certain time depending on the test conditions and
readings are taken at regular intervals.

•

At the end of experiment the air inlet valve is slowly closed and then the rotor
speed is reduced slowly to a halt. The compressor and fan is shut off.

•

The lid is opened and the plates are removed and scanned again to get the final
scan depth.

•

The initial and final scan data is then transferred to another PC for data reduction
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3.2

Data Reduction
The loss of naphthalene due to natural convection only occurs during

approximately 45 minutes at most, for a single channel experiment. This loss has been
near the resolution of the surface measurement and verified experimentally. Nevertheless
this loss is included in the uncertainty analysis.
The surface profiles are deduced with respect to the plane obtained by three fixed
points on the walls of each aluminum plate. The difference between the normalized
profiles before and after the experiment gives the local naphthalene sublimation depth.
•

This can be used to calculate the mass flux ( m " ) at the point and hence the local mass
transfer coefficient ( hm ) given by:
•

.

m " = ρ s δ / ∆ t ; h m = m ′′/( ρ w − ρ b ( x ))
Where,

ρ s is the density of solid naphthalene.

δ is the local sublimation depth,
∆t is the duration of the experiment,

ρ w , is the vapor density of the naphthalene at the wall (from equation of state)
and ρ b (x) is the vapor density of naphthalene in bulk (from mass balances)
The Local Sherwood number Sh is then calculated by:

Sh = hm Dh / Dn−a * (Pduct / Patm ) = hm Dh Sc /ν * (Pduct / Patm ) ,
where Dn−a is the binary diffusion coefficient for naphthalene in air at one atmosphere
([34]) and, Sc is the Schmidt number defined as the ratio of the kinematic viscosity of air

ν to this mass diffusivity for naphthalene-air (Sc=2.5), as given by [35]. The Ratio of the
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pressure in the duct to that in atmosphere ( Pduct / Patm ) is used to accommodate the effect
of pressure on the diffusion coefficient.
2.5

Pduct=Patm
Pduct=2XPatm (Corrected Dn-a)
Pduct=2XPatm (Using Dn-a Atm)
2

Sh/Sho

1.5

1

0.5

0
0

2

4

6

X/W

8

10

12

Figure 3.1 Shows the averaged centerline plots of leading and trailing walls for two
different experiments at two different duct pressures (1) Atmospheric (Pduct = Patm) and
(2) Twice Atmospheric (Pduct = 2 x Patm) with and without corrected diffusivity
coefficient (Dn-a), for a 1:1 square channel at Re = 10,000.
The Figure 1.3 shows the verification of the Sherwood number equation used at
higher duct pressures. The experiments done at two different pressures, atmospheric and
twice atmospheric on a 1:1 channel shows considerable match within experimental
uncertainty. Similar experiments with different channel cross-sections also verify the
modified equation. Normalization is done to the Sherwood numbers using the McAdams
[33] equation for fully developed flow in a smooth wall pipe.
Sh o = 0.023 Re 0.8 Sc 0.4 ,

where, Re is the Reynolds number with respect to the hydraulic diameter of the duct. This
expression is analogous to the corresponding heat transfer empirical formula:
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Nu o = 0.023 Re 0.8 Pr 0.4 ,

Heat and mass transfer results can be analyzed using the analogy (Souza [36]):
Nu = Sh(Pr/ Sc ) 0.4 .

3.3

Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainties for all computed values are estimated using the second-power

equation method [37]. Volume flow rate and Reynolds number (Re) uncertainties are
estimated to be less than 10 percent for Re > 6000. The reported resolution of the LVDT
is 0.00127mm while the Analog-to-Digital converter (A/D) is reported to have and
accuracy of 0.002mm in a 12 kHz acquisition rate, 16 bit resolution mode. Experimental
tests of accuracy and repeatability for the entire acquisition system indicate a sublimation
depth uncertainty of 0.0038mm, which is therefore the minimum depth that can be
measured. Maximum sublimation depths are maintained at about 0.152mm by varying
the duration of the experiment. The maximum sublimation depth was selected to
minimize uncertainties in both depth measurement and changes in duct cross-section
area. These uncertainties were found to be 3 and 5 percent, respectively. The resulting
experimental duration was around 120 minutes for the given set of Reynolds number.
Figure 3.2 shows the channel cross-section of a )( 0.1 channel before and after
the experiment (Re=20,000 Ro=0). This channel has the smallest area of cross-section
and Hydraulic diameter. In order to assess the maximum uncertainties the highest flow
velocity case is chosen here. The innermost solid lines in the channel make the initial
cross-section and the dashed lines are streamwise averaged spanwise distribution of
sublimation depths in the fully developed region of the channel. Here the maximum
sublimations can be seen on the sides of the centerline. The Sublimation depths vary
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along the span of the channel in the fully developed regions according to the flow pattern
inside the channel. From the experimental results the maximum sublimation between the
leading and trailing walls in the centerline of the )( 0.1 channel was around 9% of the
initial distance (1.548 mm). The net change in area was around 4..39% and Hydraulic
diameter was 4.43%., thereby giving an uncertainty in Sherwood number as 5.11% for
this particular test. Similar uncertainties are also seen in the case of other cross-sections.

TW
ISW

OSW
LW
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Channel Width (inches)
Figure 3.2 Experimental result showing the )( section channel walls before (Solid inner
wall) and After (Dotted adjacent wall) the test is completed.
The temperature measurement made at the naphthalene wall has an uncertainty of
+0.5 0C when the amplifier was not used and + 0.25 0C with the amplifier. The
uncertainty due to temperature measurement is found to be less than 9% and 5%
respectively, for the largest temperature errors. The effect of curvature in the depth
measurement can be neglected for the calculation of the Sherwood number as the error
due to the probe tip curvature on the curved surface of wall was calculated to be less than
0.5% of the sublimation depth measured. Nevertheless there is a shift of the actual
location points along the width of the channel wall, which doesn’t affect the average
Sherwood numbers calculated. Another possible error in the calculation of Sherwood
number would be the misalignment of opposite plates for a given channel. Even though
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the plates are fixed with screws using a torque wrench there is a possibility of
misalignment due to which the flow can be non-uniform. The errors can be greatly
magnified in the case of )( 0.1 channels where the distances between the plates are of the
order of 1.5 mm. The current experimental setup does not provide us the facility to
quantify this misalignment. So this error is not included in the uncertainty analysis.
Thus, the overall uncertainty in average Sherwood number was calculated to be
less than 12 % for the first set of experiments and around 8% for the second set of
experiments and this varies with Reynolds number (<1%).
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4

EXPERIMENT ON ROTATING CURVED CHANNELS WITH RE=10,000, AT 90
DEGREE ORIENTATION TO DIRECTION OF ROTATION

4.1

Introduction
The chapter includes results from test runs on the given curved cross-section

channels for Re = 10,000 with rotation induced at 90 degree orientation to the direction of
rotation. The results are compared with the corresponding tests on a 4:1 rectangular
channel, with same Reynolds number and Rotation numbers. The test section inlet
channel was used to study the radially outward flow with rotation. The inlet section of the
channel has a partial sudden contraction entrance and is not preconditioned to attain flow
uniformity. So the results shown below have non-uniformity along the span of the
channel. Wright et. al [27] showed considerable entrance effect for partial sudden
contraction entrance. These effects show almost a 35% increase in fully developed region
at Re = 40,000. Hence it is to be noted that the results presented here would have slightly
higher trends than for a smooth channel entrance. As mentioned before the error due to
misalignment of the two opposite walls during assembly could also lead to non-uniform
flows.
All the experiments were done for 10,000 Reynolds number and for Rotation
numbers varying from 0 - 0.07. The Heat and mass transfer results are represented by
normalized Sherwood numbers using the Mc Adams correlation [33] for smooth flat
walls.
4.1.1

Validation
The current set of experiments with the flat surfaces was compared with data from

the literature. The experiment test section consists of 4:1 single pass smooth channel with
a sudden partial contraction at its entrance. A preliminary test was done to compare the
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mass/heat transfer data to that reported by Wright et. al [27]. Since the inlet to the test
section is different for the two studies, results are compared in the fully developed region.
Figure 4.1 (a) shows the comparison of the fully developed Sherwood number
ratio for the 4:1 channel at zero rotation number for the present study with that of Wright
et. al [27], and the agreement is well within estimated experimental error. Under
rotational conditions (at Re=10,000), a comparison with computational data of Murata et
al. [23] is shown in Figure 4.1 (b) and the agreement is also very good.

(b)

(a)
4:1 Re=10k Ro=0 LW (Present)
4:1 Re=10k Ro=0 TW (Present)
4:1 Re=10k Ro=0 LW (Wright et. al)
4:1 Re=10k Ro=0 TW (Wright et. al)

2

Sh/Sho

Sh/Sho

Re=10k LW (Murata et. al)
Re=10k TW (Murata et. al)
Re=10k LW (Present)
Re=10k TW (Present)
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Figure 4.1(a) Comparison of [27] with present data. (b) Comparison of Fully Developed
Area averaged plots for 4:1 rectangular channels with Murata et al. [23].
At higher rotation numbers, multiple secondary flow vortices are formed in the
high aspect ratio channels (Figure 1.3). This is confirmed by the computational results of
Murata et. al [23] and Saha and Acharya [38] for a 4:1 rotating channel at higher rotation
numbers, where it is shown that multiple secondary flows form in the channel crosssection due to the phenomenon of vortex splitting. These complex secondary flows
generally enhance heat transfer on both leading and trailing surfaces, as observed by Saha
and Acharya [38], but more so, on the trailing surface due to the effect of the Coriolis
forces.
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This behavior is confirmed by the present measurements, and as shown in Figure
4.2, rotation enhances the mass transfer along both leading and trailing walls although the
enhancement along the leading surface is small and relatively insensitive to increases in
rotation number, while the corresponding trailing surface exhibits monotonic increase
with rotation number. This effect has been explained in the Figure 1.3 and the results
comply with the explanation given.
(b)

At Ro=0.027
TW

(a)
4:1
4:1
4:1
4:1
4:1
4:1

2

Re=10k Ro=0 LW
Re=10k Ro=0 TW
Re=10k Ro=0.027
Re=10k Ro=0.027
Re=10k Ro=0.051
Re=10k Ro=0.051

ω
LW
TW
LW
TW

LW

Sh/Sho
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TW

1

0.5

ω
0
0
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ISW
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0.4
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0.8

1

Y/W

LW
Figure 4.2(a) Stream wise averaged curves of 4:1 rectangular channel for different
rotation numbers, (b) Sketch of possible secondary vortex loops formed due to increase in
Rotation
For Ro=0.051 there is nearly a 50% enhancement of mass/heat transfer along the
trailing wall with only a 15% enhancement along the leading surface.
4.2
4.2.1

Results and Discussion
(( Section Channels with 90 Degree Orientation
The heat/mass transfer results for the given cross-sections are represented in terms

of normalized Sherwood numbers. Figure 4.3 shows the fully developed area averaged
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plots for the different cross-sections in comparison with the 4:1 rectangular channel. The
plots for the lower curvature case, ((0.06, show enhancement in mass/heat transfer for
both the leading and trailing walls with respect to the 4:1 flat channel. While there is
nearly a 10% enhancement along the trailing wall (destabilized by rotation), the leading
wall has a 20 % enhancement for the higher rotation number. Thus the ((0.06 curvature
case produces modest enhancements in heat transfer along both the stabilized and
destabilized surfaces with rotation.
(b)

(a)
4:1 Re=10k (90)LW
(( 0.06 Re=10k (90)LW
(( 0.1 Re=10k (90)LW
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Figure 4.3 Fully developed area averaged plots of (a) leading and (b) trailing walls for ((
cross-sections at Re = 10,000 and Ro varying from 0 to 0.051
However, the higher curvature section, ((0.1, shows a 10% reduction in mass/heat
transfer for low Ro and about 20% reduction for the higher Ro along the leading wall
(stabilized by rotation). The trailing wall does not show much of a change in the case of
high curvature. This suggests that there may be an optimal curvature for the sections
where the mass/heat transfer would be the highest for the leading and trailing walls. The
enhancement in mass/heat transfer at low curvatures can be due to the increase in
instability due to concave curvature along the leading wall, when secondary flows are
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generated due to rotation. The destabilizing effects of concave curvatures are shown by
Kim et. al [30], but for flow along the curvature.
Figure 4.4 shows the effect of curvature on the spanwise distributions of
mass/heat transfer for given rotation numbers. The spanwise variations do not appear to
be significant at the lower rotation number. However, at the higher rotation number,
spanwise variations of the order of 10-15% appear, and spanwise locations of low mass
transfer along the leading surface correspond to locations of high mass transfer on the
trailing surface and vice versa.
(b)
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4:1 Re=10k Ro=0.027 TW
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Figure 4.4 Stream wise averaged plot for the different cross-sections for (a) low and (b)
high rotation numbers
This is indicative of a two-roll pattern in half the cross-section of the channel or a
four-roll pattern in the full cross-section. This secondary roll pattern is consistent with the
predictions of Saha and Acharya [38] for the flat 4:1 AR channel (Figure 1.3). The lower
curvature case appears to enhance the spanwise non-uniformities.
4.2.2

)( Section Channels with 90 Degree Orientation
Stream-wise averaged mass/heat transfer results are presented in Figure 4.5 for

the positive-negative curvature case, denoted by )(. In this case the restricted area at the
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centerline may produce counteracting effects. There could be lower velocity in the central
restricted region because of the interaction between the opposing boundary layers or a
higher velocity because of the area reduction. The former is more likely in the higher
curvature stationary duct flow where the distance between the walls is less than 1.5 mm.
Indeed there is evidence of this in Figure 4.5 where the mass/heat transfer is reduced
towards the center of the duct in the high, )(0.1, curvature case.
4:1 Re=10k Ro=0 LW
4:1 Re=10k Ro=0 TW
)( 0.06 Re=10k Ro=0 LW
)( 0.06 Re=10k Ro=0 TW
)( 0.1 Re=10k Ro=0 LW
)( 0.1 Re=10k Ro=0 TW
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Figure 4.5 Comparison between stationary ducts for )( cross-sectioned channels with 4:1
cross-section
Compared to the flat wall case, the )(section shows mass/heat transfer
enhancements along the leading and trailing walls for the smaller curvatures )(0.06, and
these enhancements are highest at the lower rotation number of 0.027 (Figure 4.6). There
is a decrease in the mass/heat transfer rate as the rotation number increases and this
decrease is steeper along the leading wall of the smaller curvature section. This might be
due to the stabilizing effect of the negative curvature along the leading wall, due to which
the secondary flow attains more stability in both the leading and trailing walls.
The higher curvature )(0.1 section shows steady increase in the trailing wall
mass/heat transfer with increasing rotation number, while the leading wall mass/heat
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transfer is flat. In general the destabilized wall displays higher sensitivity to Ro number.
It should be noted that the mass transfer rate is consistently lower for the higher wallcurvature channel. It is possible that for this more complex cross-sectional geometry the
hydraulic diameter definition used to scale the data may not be the appropriate one.
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Figure 4.6 Fully developed area-averaged plots of (a) leading and (b) trailing walls for )(
channels at different Rotation numbers
The stream wise averaged mass/heat transfer data for the )( section for the highest
rotation number tested is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of mass/heat transfer from )( cross-section and 4:1 flat channel
benchmark at Ro=0.03.
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The rotation effect is evident for all wall curvatures. The span wise mass/heat
transfer distribution is fairly uniform with the exception of the high curvature case where
peak mass/heat transfers occur on both leading and trailing walls at off-center locations.
As discussed previously regarding the stationary results, this tends to indicate that the
flow is decelerated in the central region of the cross section because of interaction of the
opposing boundary layers in the high curvature case.

Figure 4.8 Sherwood number distribution in the fully developed region of the trailing and
the left-side walls of the )(0.1 channel for Re=10,000 and Ro=0.027.
Figure 4.8 depicts the stream-wise and span-wise distribution of the normalized
Sherwood number in the fully developed region of the trailing (destabilized) and the leftside walls of the high curvature channel. The mass transfer distribution is uniform to a
satisfactory effect in the stream-wise direction validating the use of stream-wise
averaging in the preceding result presentations. The mass transfer distribution exhibits a
minimum in the center region of the channel where reduced velocity is expected because
of the interacting opposing boundary layers, while peak mass transfer occurs on either
side of the centerline.
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The effect of rotation is observed on the side plate, with high mass/heat transfer
on the side of the trailing wall and diminished mass/heat transfer on the side of the
leading wall. It is noted that there is an asymmetry of the mass transfer distribution about
the centerline. As mentioned previously in the discussion of the stationary case this
asymmetry is attributed to the entrance effects and can also be due to increased sensitivity
of the flow in the high-curvature double-convex cross-section channel to geometrical
asymmetry, which because of the small cross-flow dimension of the channel is of an
order of 8% of this dimension. Similar trends of the normalized Sherwood number are
observed on the leading wall and on the right-side wall, which are not shown in the
interest of brevity.
4.2.3

Comparison of (( and )( Channels with 90 Degree Orientation
Table 4.1 gives the Sherwood number ratios for the different configurations at

different rotation numbers.
Table 4.1 Comparison of the area averaged Sherwood number ratios (Sh/Sho) for all the
section with Re=10,000 at different rotation numbers
[]
(( 0.06
)( 0.06
(( 0.1
)( 0.1
Ro

LW

0

0.914 0.925 0.973 1.052 0.980

0.027

1.113 1.355 1.244 1.498 1.372 1.777 0.988 1.362 0.829 1.255

0.051

1.087 1.587 1.311 1.835 1.174 1.798 0.778 1.636 x

TW

LW

TW

LW

TW

LW

TW

LW

TW

0.987 0.976 1.014 0.843 0.785

x

The highest mass/heat transfer rates are realized for the smaller curvature )(
section at non-zero rotation numbers. Both the (( and the )( show enhancements over the
flat wall case at low curvatures and at all rotation numbers. For a rotation number of
0.027, the )( case shows nearly a 30% enhancement along the trailing wall compared to
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the flat wall case, while for a rotation number of 0.051, there is nearly a 15%
enhancement along both leading and trailing walls for the (( case.
It is clear that curvature effects can not be ignored as has been done in the
literature, and depending on the rotation number and curvature value, these effects can be
in the range of 15%-30% in area-averaged values, and higher locally.
4.3

Conclusions
Measurements are reported to document the effect of positive and negative
wall curvatures for a 4:1 AR channel. Both (( or positive-positive curvature and )( or
positive-negative curvature channels are considered. The following are the major
observations of the experimental study.
i. Measurements for a 4:1 AR channel with flat surfaces agree well with reported
experimental and computational studies.
ii. Mass/Heat transfer is sensitive to wall curvature in the 4:1 AR coolant passages
considered. Depending on the rotation number and curvature value, these
effects can be in the range of 15%-30% in area-averaged values, and higher
locally.
iii. For ((channels with smaller curvature, ((0.06, an enhancement in mass/heat
transfer relative to the flat wall channel is seen. This enhancement is of the
order of 10-15%. For the same geometry and higher curvature ((0.1, there is
reduction in mass/heat transfer of 20% at the leading wall compared to the 4:1
channel with flat walls.
iv. Mass/heat transfer is enhanced in )( channel for the smaller curvature, )(0.06.
This enhancement is highest at lower rotation numbers and steadily decreases
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as the Ro increases. For the higher curvature case there is a reduction in the
heat/mass transfer relative to the flat channel case.
The comparisons between the low and high wall curvatures indicate that there may be an
optimum wall curvature in terms of heat transfer performance.
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5

EXPERIMENT ON ROTATING CURVED CHANNELS WITH RE=20,000, AT 90
AND 45 DEGREE ORIENTATION TO THE DIRECTION OF ROTATION

5.1

Introduction
This chapter includes results from test runs on the given curved cross-section

channels under two different orientation to the direction of rotation. The results are
compared with the corresponding tests on a 4:1 rectangular channel, with same Reynolds
number and Rotation numbers. The current set of experiments was done with a
preconditioned entrance region, which has a settling chamber that is symmetrically
reducing from an elliptical inlet to a 4:1 rectangular exit. The Naphthalene coated walls
of the channel starts at 50 mm from this exit. The flow is made more uniform using a
24% open wire mesh placed just before the settling chamber inlet.
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Figure 5.1 Fully developed streamwise averaged plots for channels with SC (sudden
contraction) and T(Tapered) entrance regions for (a) leading and (b) trailing walls at
Re=10,000 and Ro=0.025.

1

Such a change in flow pattern can be seen in Figure 5.1 where the streamwise
averaged plots show spanwise uniformity and also a reduction in the heat transfer
characteristics in the two walls for a Re = 10,000 and rotating condition of Ro=0.025.
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Here the SC or sudden contraction entrance shows higher heat transfer and
unsymmetrical streamwise averaged data, owing to entrance effects. This is removed
when the entrance was modified (T or Tapered entrance) and the streamwise averaged
data shows a more symmetric data.
Further the current set of experiments was done with a thermocouple amplifier
fitted on to the test section. The accuracy of temperature measurement is improved to
+0.250 C. So the maximum possible uncertainty for the test runs is less than 8%.

Figure 5.2 Cross sectional view of the base 4:1 channel indicating the wall notations
All the experiments were done for 20,000 Reynolds number and for Rotation
numbers varying from 0-0.051. The Experiments were done with 90 degree and 45
degree orientations for the different parameters mentioned. The Heat and mass transfer
results are represented by normalized Sherwood numbers using the Mc Adams
correlation for smooth flat walls. Here the common length scale for all the channels
would be the width of the 4:1 channel (W) which is 1 inch or 25.4 mm. This dimension
can be used to non-dimensionalize the different distances measured in the channel. Hence
distances in X, Y and Z directions are non-dimensionalized to get X/W, Y/W and Z/W
respectively. For the reduced cross-section channels, the hydraulic diameters are very
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small and hence the rotation numbers are also small. Thus for a proper comparative study
between channels, the Hydraulic diameter is multiplied using the ratio of 4:1 channel to
the )( section hydraulic diameter, while plotting the Area averaged Sherwood number
data. The notation for the different walls is given in Figure 5.2 which will be followed
throughout this chapter. LW and TW represents Leading and trailing walls respectively
and ISW and OSW represent Inner side walls and Outer side walls respectively, in a 90
degree orientation. While LSW and TSW represent Leading Side wall and trailing side
wall respectively, in 45 degree orientation.
5.2

Results and Discussion
It is to be noted that the curved surface studied here encounters stabilizing/

destabilizing effects not only from the Coriolis forces due to rotation, but also due to the
positive/negative curvature along with its direction of rotation. Most of the literature
available for curved surfaces with rotation is for flows along the curvature. The same
theory and results could be used in the current set of experiments because of presence of
lateral forces acting in the flow due to channel geometry and also the flow due to
rotation. However since these lateral flows (flow along the curvature) are small compared
to the core axial flow, the changes are expected to be of similar magnitudes. In any case
there is a dearth of both theoretical and experimental backup to exactly realize the flow
characteristics in such an axial flow through curved surface. Hence an effort is put to
compare the existing theories and results and derive logical explanation to the current set
of experimental results.
5.2.1

Stationary Channels

The results show almost similar trends for lower curvature stationary channels in
both (( and )( section in comparison with 4:1 channel. The higher curvature channels
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show the effect of curvature even for the stationary case. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the
comparison of streamwise averaged data for concave walls of stationary (( channels
compared to a 4:1 rectangular channel. Formation of longitudinal (Goertler) vortices is
assumed to be prominent when flow occurs along the curvature. In case of flow axial to a
concave curvature (present study) the flow is not affected much due to any forms of
lateral disturbances. This can be assumed to be like a section of a circular pipe were the
flow undergoes minimal disturbance due to an axial flow under stationary condition.
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Figure 5.3 Streamwise averaged data of (( section stationary channels for (a) leading
concave and (b) trailing convex walls at Re=20,000
Figure 5.3(b) shows the corresponding trailing convex walls for (( section under
stationary condition. The flow on a convex surface would be in a metastable state if it
was perfectly undisturbed. But with a high Reynolds number and other geometric
disturbances, such a flow will have lateral forces acting on it. Any instability in the flow
would tend it to move away from the convex surface, i.e. towards the sidewalls. This can
be interpreted from the results shown by Chen et. al[31], where the flow along a convex
curvature, stabilizes the flow. Conversely, in the present study we have flow axial to the
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curvature; wherein it might be possible that this flow is unstable, and might tend to attain
stability by moving along the curvature (longitudinally).
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Figure 5.4 (a) Contour plot showing detailed Sherwood number ratios in the fully
developed region of the convex trailing wall, and (b) Streamwise averaged mass transfer
plot of trailing walls, for a stationary )( 0.1 channel at three different runs at Re=20,000.
Figure 5.4 shows (( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0 case with three different runs giving same
area averaged data, but slight spanwise differences in Sherwood number ratios, which is
within the experimental uncertainty.
For a convex-convex )( 0.1 section, we can see that the center is having a counter
effect of velocity and boundary layer intermixing (distances between walls about 1.5
mm), due to which the flow is decelerated in the center as seen in Figure 5.5. Hence we
can expect that any mass flow changes that will occur will be away from the centerline,
both due to channel cross-section geometry and also due to curvature. Figure 5.5 (a)
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shows higher heat transfer regions away from the centerline. This effect is prominent in
the streamwise averaged plots and also the contour plots of the )( 0.1 Re=20k and Ro=0
experiment.
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Figure 5.5 (a) Contour plot showing detailed Sherwood number ratios in the fully
developed region of the leading wall and trailing wall, and (b) Streamwise averaged mass
transfer plot of leading and trailing walls, for a stationary )( 0.1 channel at Re=20,000.
5.2.2

(( Section Channels with 90 and 45 Degree Orientation
The effects of curvature on the given channels become prominent once rotation is

induced. The changes in flow patterns due to curvature are mainly seen when the velocity
vectors in the flow has significant lateral components. A secondary flow generated by
Coriolis forces could generate such velocities that vary along the span of the channel. In
the following passages, the use of positive rotation for rotation in the direction of the
center of curvature and vice versa is to be noted.
From the stationary results it can be seen that the convex surface shows unstable
flow pattern even at stationary conditions. Moreover, the convex surface appears as the
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destabilized trailing wall in all the rotating cases studied. Hence this surface would have a
prominent impact on the general flow conditions inside the channel.
The convex trailing wall will have destabilizing Coriolis force acting on the
surface that would create secondary vortex pairs in the channel. One can then expect the
flow over convex surface to enhance vortex splitting due to the increase in rotation as
shown by Murata et. al[23] and Saha and Acharya[38] for 4:1 and other high aspect ratio
rectangular channels(Also confirmed by the previous experiments in this thesis for
curved channels). Hence we can expect the 4:1 cannels to have regular secondary vortex
pair destabilizing the trailing wall and stabilizing the leading wall. Chen et. al[31]
showed influence of rotation on curved channels where the destabilizing convex surface
(Trailing wall in present study) with negative rotation produces elongated and amplified
secondary vortices. This might be true even in the present study where the secondary
vortices may get amplified and spread over to the side walls of the convex trailing wall
curved channel with rotation.

•

Orientation Effect
The Figure 5.6 shows the Area averaged plots for 90 and 45 degree orientation

channels with concave-convex walls. In a 90 degree orientation, the overall trailing wall
heat transfer for the (( section increases from 15% for Ro=0.027 to 20% for Ro=0.051
compared to 4:1 section. The (( 0.06 section also show a slight increase of 10% at the
higher Rotation number. While the Leading wall Sherwood numbers show a reducing
trend from 35% to 20% heat transfer enhancement as Ro is increased in a (( 0.1 section.
A similar reduction is seen in (( 0.06 section where the reduction is from 10% to -10%
compared to the 4:1 section.
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Figure 5.6 Orientation effect of fully developed area-averaged Sherwood number ratios
for (( section channels at Re=20,000; (a) leading wall, (b) trailing wall for 900 orientation,
and (c) leading wall, (d) trailing wall for 450

But in case of 45 degree orientation, the (( 0.06 section shows a higher heat
transfer of nearly 20% at Ro=0.027 a little more than (( 0.1 section and then decreases to
a 10% enhancement at the highest Rotation number. (( 0.1 section however shows an
increase of nearly 30% in the trailing wall heat transfer ratio at highest Rotation number.
The Leading wall shows similar trends as in the 90 degree case, except that the
Sherwood number ratios are higher. In both the 90 and 45 degree orientations we can see
the curved channel leading wall shows rate of decreasing heat transfer ratios more than
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that of the 4:1 channel, with the increase in rotation number. From the results of the two
orientation cases it is seen that the (( 0.1 section has the highest enhancement of nearly
10% more for Ro=0.051 on the trailing wall in the 45 degree case compared to the 90
degree. Similarly the enhancement is of the order of 40% for the highest rotation number
in the leading wall heat transfer. Even though this increasing trend is similar for a 4:1
section the magnitude is higher for the highest curvature.
In all the cases the curvature effect shows an increasing trend in the trailing wall
mostly due to the destabilizing effects of Coriolis forces, and a relatively decreasing trend
in the leading wall heat transfer when compared to the 4:1 section. This might be due to
the flow concentration towards the trailing wall and vortices accumulating near the side
wall region. This accumulation can also be due to the wedge like shape formed between
the convex trailing wall and the flat side walls, which produces thicker boundary layer
flow.

•

Curvature Effect
Figure 5.7 shows the trailing wall heat transfer profiles in streamwise averaged

and detailed contour plots for the fully developed region for the (( section channels
compared to the 4:1 section at highest rotation number. The Figure 5.7 column (1) plots
show the 90 degree orientation results and Figure 5.7 column (2) the 45 degree
orientation. Both the orientations show higher instabilities in the trailing walls as
curvature is increased. The 90 degree trailing wall heat transfer shows more flat curves as
curvature is increased. Such a trend can be seen in the contour plots where the plot shows
distinctive lines of higher and lower heat transfers along the length of the channel. This
can be attributed to the multiple vortex pairs formed which creates local maxima and
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minima, according to the direction of the vortex loops as explained previously in Figure
1.3. Further in the 45 degree orientation (Figure 5.7 column (2)) the curvature effect is
seen in the heat transfer distribution along the span of the trailing wall.
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Figure 5.7 Fully developed streamwise averaged and corresponding contour plots of the
(( section trailing walls for column (1) 90 degree orientation and column (2) 45 degree
orientation at Ro=0.051 and Re=20,000
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The 45 degree highest curvature shows higher heat transfer near the Trailing side
walls indicating possible higher flow concentrations near the leading side walls as well.
This can be due to multiple vortex generation even near the leading side wall (LSW)
where the trailing wall region near the LSW may act as a flatter surface rotating at 90
degree orientation to direction of rotation (Figure 5.8). Hence higher heat transfers for the
higher curvature channels with high rotation numbers can be expected near the LSW.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8 Schematic of possible secondary flow vortices in a (( 0.1 section at different
rotation numbers for the channel rotating at 450 orientation.
The effect of curvature is further shown in Figure 5.9 at the highest rotation
number for the leading wall heat transfer characteristics. The 90 degree case shows
reduced heat transfer region in the center and a corresponding higher heat transfer near
the side walls for leading walls of (( sections compared to the 4:1 channels. The higher
heat transfer ratio in the leading wall near the side walls for the (( 0.1 channels can be due
to the presence of higher amplitudes of secondary vortices as shown by Chen et. al[31].
The 45 degree contour plots in column (2) of Figure 5.9 further shows the improved heat
transfer on the leading walls with increase in curvature. But this increase in heat transfer
is seen only near the trailing side wall (TSW), and a corresponding reduction is seen near
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the leading side wall (LSW). This shows the enhanced flow near the trailing side wall
(TSW) possibly due to curvature.
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Figure 5.9 Streamwise averaged and corresponding contour plots of the (( section leading
walls for column (1) 90 degree orientation and column (2) 45 degree orientation at
Ro=0.051 and Re=20,000
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Figure 5.10 shows the area averaged side wall data for both 90 degree and 45
degree runs. The (( 0.06 section shows almost a 20 % higher heat transfer for the highest
rotation number in both orientations.
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Figure 5.10 Rotation number dependence of fully developed area-averaged Sherwood
number ratios for (( section channels at Re=20,000; (a) outer side wall, (b) inner side wall
for 900 orientation, and (c) leading side wall, (d) trailing side wall for 450 orientation

As mentioned earlier, the higher heat transfer ratios at the side walls in (( 0.06
section compared to (( 0.1 section, can be due to the more stagnant flow near the sides of
the (( 0.1 section with the formation of thicker boundary layer at the wedge shaped corner
between the convex trailing wall and the side walls.
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Figure 5.11 (a) Contour plots of LSW & TSW for Ro=0.051. (b) Streamwise averaged
data for Side walls at Ro=0.027 and 0.051 for (( 0.1 section at Re=20,000 and 45 degree
orientation.
Figure 5.11 (a) shows the side wall contour plot for ((0.1 section at Re=20000 and
Ro=0.051 at 45 degree orientation. The figure shows more than double heat transfer ratio
in TSW compared to the LSW, thereby showing flow enhancement in the TSW. With
increase in rotation it can be seen in Figure 5.11 (b) that the LSW shows an almost equal
amount of increase in heat transfer near the TW as shown by the TSW heat transfer
curve. While there is no change n the LSW heat transfer near the LW with the increase in
rotation number. This may be due to the presence of stabilizing secondary vortex pair
formed near the LSW at higher rotation number, probably due to the flatter face of the
((0.1 section at this region to the direction of rotation. Figure 5.8 shows the schematic of
possible vortex splitting due to curvature and rotation.

•

Rotation Effect
Figure 5.12 shows comparison of the streamwise averaged plots for 90 and 45

degree orientation for the different rotation numbers with ((0.1 section. For 90 degree
rotation it is seen that the trailing wall heat transfer distribution becomes flatter as the
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rotation is increased suggesting that there might be vortex spitting (Explained in Figure
1.3) and spreading along the trailing convex surface.
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Figure 5.12 Rotation number effect on the fully developed streamwise averaged
Sherwood number ratios of ((0.1 section channels rotating at 900 orientation; (a) leading
wall, (b) trailing wall, and 450 orientation (c) leading wall, (d) trailing wall. with
Re=20,000.
This increases turbulence in the trailing wall and a more stable flow in the leading
wall. The 45 degree case clearly shows flow enhancements in the trailing side walls, and
as rotation is increased this is further increased. This trend is seen in the streamwise
averaged data of the leading and trailing walls of the channel in Figure 5.12 (c-d), for the
increase in the rotation number.
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5.2.3

)( Section Channels with 90 and 45 Degree Orientation
As explained before for the stationary cases the )( curvature configuration has a

reduced centerline area because of which the flow accelerates but at the same time the
boundary layers of the opposite walls are close enough to mix/overlap and decelerate the
flow in this region. In case of higher curvature, since the distance between the two walls
is less than 1.5 mm, this deceleration can act as a total barrier and divide the channel into
two distinct channels.

•

Orientation Effect
Figure 5.13 shows the area averaged heat transfer ratios of the )( sections

compared with the corresponding 4:1 rectangular channel. It should be noted that the
rotation numbers studied here are between 0 – 0.027 for )( 0.06 section and 0 – 0.015 for
)( 0.1 section, due to the reduced hydraulic diameters and limitations in channel duct
pressure. Thus for a proper comparative study between channels, the Hydraulic diameter
is multiplied using the ratio of 4:1 channel to the )( section hydraulic diameter, while
plotting the Area averaged Sherwood number data. So Ro’=Ro*(Dh_4:1/Dh), where Ro’
is the modified rotation number.
The )( 0.06 section trailing wall Heat transfer trend remains the same for the both
the orientations considered. Whereas the leading wall shows 30% enhancements at
Ro’=0.02 and Ro’=0.036 for the 90 degree orientation while the 45 degree orientation
show very little difference. The )( 0.1 however has a lower heat transfer ratio probably
because of the flow deceleration due to boundary layer intermixing throughout the span
of the channel. But the trend shows rapid increase in heat transfer ratios for the leading
wall in case of 90 degree orientation, with the increase in rotation number. There is not
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much change seen in the trailing wall trends of both cases except for a lower magnitude
of almost 35% for the )( section.
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Figure 5.13 Orientation and Rotation number dependence of fully developed area
averaged Sherwood number ratios of )( section channels at Re=20,000; (a) leading wall,
(b) trailing wall at 900 orientation, and (c) leading wall, (d) trailing wall at 450
orientation.

Thus the trends show that the lower curvature )( 0.06 section, provides better heat
transfer enhancements than 4:1 channel in 90 degree orientations studied and this
enhancement increases with increase in rotation for the leading wall. On comparing the
two different )( configurations one can infer that the )( 0. 1 configuration might show
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better enhancements for the 90 degree orientation case, but higher rotation numbers must
be studied to verify this possibility.

•

Curvature Effect
As explained before, the convex surfaces tend to be unstable due to curvature and

in the present case due to the reduced centerline geometry. This also enables secondary
vortex splitting and thereby formation of multiple vortex pair’s similar to that shown in
Figure 1.3. Such a vortex pair would not only enhance the destabilized trailing wall heat
transfer but also affect the leading wall heat transfer depending on the direction of vortex
loops. Also, since the leading wall is convex and closer to the trailing wall, the vortex
splitting and elongation on the trailing wall will be reflected on the leading wall heat
transfer profiles as well. We can assume the channel to act as a higher aspect ratio
channel which enables enhancements in leading wall heat transfer with rotation number
as shown by Murata et. al [23]. Here the leading wall of the higher aspect ratios channels
is closer to the turbulent secondary vortices generated near the trailing wall, thereby
showing an effect in its heat transfer profiles.
Figure 5.14 shows the streamwise averaged plots of the )( 0.06 section for the two
different orientations, for Ro=0.027. The vortex splitting is clearly seen in the 90 degree
orientation for Ro=0.027 (as explained in Figure 1.3). This suggests that )( 0.06 section
acts as a lower aspect ratio channel and for the given Reynolds number and rotation
number, the channel does have multiple secondary flow vortex generation, as rotation
effects become more prominent with increase in aspect ratio. It is also seen that the
leading wall is having almost 40 % enhancement due to channel curvature and distance
between the walls at the centerline (As shown earlier).
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The 45 degree orientation shows a different scenario to the (( section case. Here
the profiles shows an increase in the Leading wall heat transfer near the LSW compared
to that near the TSW. And the enhancement is almost 60% in some locations near the
LSW as compared to the 4:1 channel. Figure 5.15 shows the contour plots for leading
wall )( 0.06 section compared to the 4:1 channel and the (( 0.06 channel.
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Figure 5.14 Curvature dependence shown in the fully developed streamwise averaged
plots of the )( 0.06 section for (a) 90 degree and (b) 45 degree orientation, for Ro=0.027
and Re=20,000.
The contour plot shows the influence of secondary flow vortices on the leading
walls depending on the curvature. Similar to the Figure 1.3 which shows comparison of
heat transfer profiles to the secondary vortices, we can compare the higher mass transfer
patterns in the contour plots as DS regions and vice versa. Thus, all the three contours
show possible secondary vortex pair near the TSW. But the influence of this pair on the
leading wall is different for the three different sections. Hence as the channel
configuration changes from ((0.1, ((0.06, [] 4:1, )( 0.06 to )( 0.1 the channel leading wall
curvature moves closer to the trailing wall and hence we can see that the secondary
vortices show a greater influence. Thus the effect of curvature is to increase the leading
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wall heat transfer with increase of negative curvature. The curvature effects on the )( 0.1
section is however different for the different orientation. Figure 5.16 shows a comparison
of the )( 0.1 channel with )( 0.06 channel under 90 and 45 degree orientations for
Ro=0.015. The trailing wall streamwise averaged heat transfer ratios of )( 0.06 channel
show almost similar trends in 90 and 45 degree orientation, suggesting that the
orientation has minimal effect on the trailing wall heat transfer characteristics.
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Figure 5.15 Curvature effect shown by the fully developed contour plots at leading wall
for (a) 4:1 section, (b) (( 0.06 section and (c) )( 0.06 section.
But it does affect the leading wall and as seen here the leading wall heat transfer
increases for the )( 0.06 section in 45 degree compared to the 90 degree, whereas the )(
0.1 section undergoes a reduction in heat transfer with orientation. Both the cases the heat
transfer shift is closer to the LSW. As seen in the 90 degree orientation for )( 0.1 the
leading wall heat transfer is higher than the trailing wall heat transfer. This trend is
similar to that explained in Figure 1.3. But here the restricted region separates the channel
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into two and secondary vortex pairs are formed separately in each side of the centerline.
This produces two pairs of vortices, which destabilize the trailing wall on both sides of
the center and also the two inner vortices acts as a pair destabilizing the leading wall
centerline.
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Figure 5.16 Curvature dependence shown in the fully developed streamwise averaged
plots comparing the )( 0.06 and )( 0.1 section for (a) 90 degree and (b) 45 degree
orientation, for Ro=0.015 and Re=20,000.
But since the )( 0.1 section opposite walls are closer to each other, the influence
of the vortices become prominent even at the leading walls, due to which leading wall
shows better heat transfer in the center, than the trailing wall. The increase in leading
wall heat transfer due to increase in channel aspect ratio is also shown by Murata. et.
al[23].

•

Rotation Effects
The changes in the )( section due to rotation is significant in both the 90 and 45

degree orientations. Figure 5.17 shows the Leading and trailing wall streamwise average
plots for )( 0.06 sections with rotation number. The 90 degree channel shows the increase
in heat transfer ratios for the )( 0.06 case in the Trailing wall and the increase is similar
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even for the 45 degree channel, except that there is higher heat transfer rates near the
TSW, due to higher flow distribution.
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Figure 5.17 Rotation number effect on the fully developed stream wise averaged
Sherwood number ratios for )(0.06 section channels at Re=20,000; (a) leading wall (b)
trailing wall at 900 orientation, and (c) leading wall,(d) trailing wall at 450 orientation.

The leading wall shows a bigger influence of channel restriction and shows
minimal reduction with increase in Rotation number at 90 degree rotation near the
centerline and almost a 25% overall increase and a 35% enhancement near the LSW for
the 45 degree orientation. This shows the influence of secondary vortices, and effect of
restricted centerline area as explained before.
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The Figure 5.18 (a, b) shows the )( 0.1 channels showing enhancement in the
centerline leading wall heat transfer with increase in rotation, while the trailing wall
profiles remain almost unchanged and shows minor changes in heat transfer near the side
walls. This is due to the effect of secondary vortex pairs formed separately at the two
sides of the channel centerline and also the effect of higher aspect ratios assumed to be
formed is the restricted cross section as explained before.
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Figure 5.18 Rotation number effect on the fully developed stream wise averaged
Sherwood number ratios of )(0.1 section channels at Re=20,000; (a) leading wall, (b)
trailing wall at 900 orientation, and (c) leading wall, (d) trailing wall at 450 orientation.
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Figure 5.18 (c, d) however shows an increasing and then a decreasing trend in
channel heat transfer for the leading and trailing walls for a 45 degree orientation. The
distance between the channels is around 1.5 mm near the center. Hence we have
boundary layer intermixing as seen before. For a 45 degree channel the boundary layer
action of a wedge shaped corner occurs at the centerline, where the fluid in the centerline
experiences very less turbulence. As the rotation number increases Coriolis and convex
curvature effect increases. At some particular rotation number this effect may be so high
that the core flow between the wall centerline is further reduced thereby increasing the
boundary layer. This would increase the shear stresses in this region and this would act as
a barrier. Thus, for each curvature in the )( section there corresponds an optimum
Rotation number for a given Reynolds number where the heat transfer would be
maximum.
5.2.4

Comparison of (( and )( Channels with 90 and 45 Degree Orientation
The results from both set of configuration can be compared using the fully

developed area averaged data for all four walls as shown in Figure 5.19. As seen in
literature we can see that the 4:1 channel shows minimal variations in overall heat
transfer ratio with change in orientation.
But the effect of curvature plays a significant role in heat transfer effects for the
curved sections considered, where there is enhancement in the overall heat transfer with
increase in rotation, except for 450 orientation of )( 0.1 section. The )( 0.1 section shows
reduction in heat transfer, but as explained in the previous section, higher rotation
numbers need to be studied for this section to confirm this decreasing trend. In all the
cases the maximum heat transfer is seen for the (( 0.1 section, but the rate of increase of
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heat transfer in )( 0.06 section does pose a possibility of higher heat transfer at higher
rotation numbers.
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Figure 5.19 Rotation effect on fully developed Sherwood number ratios area averaged
over all four walls at Re=20,000; (a) (( section channels, (b) )( section channels rotating
at 900 orientation, and (c) (( section channels, (d) )( section channels rotating at 450
orientation.
For 900 orientation, both )( sections shows increase in heat transfer enhancements
and the )( 0.1 section shows the higher rate of increase. This suggests that at higher
rotation numbers the )( 0.1 section might show the maximum heat transfer for the leading
wall among all the configurations studied. This can be attributed to the decreased crosssection and hence the equivalence of a higher aspect ratio channel. But in a 45 degree
orientation, the )( 0.1 shows a decreasing trend for heat transfer ratios with the increase in
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rotation number. The highest increase in heat transfer enhancements is seen for )( 0.06 for
the leading wall heat transfer profiles with Rotation. Thus, for the )( section there exists
an optimum curvature for a given Reynolds number and rotating at a particular
orientation, which would give the highest rate of heat transfer. Table 5.1 gives the fully
developed area averaged data of all the configurations studied for different orientation at
different rotation numbers.
5.3

Conclusions
Experiments were conducted on curved cross section channels with different

curvatures and configurations that include concave-convex curvature and convex-convex
curvatures and compared to the 4:1 rectangular channel. The experiments were done for
Re=20,000 and for Ro in the range 0 – 0.051, for two different orientations of 90 and 45
degree to the direction of rotation. The results show a considerable influence on channel
heat transfer properties, due to orientation, type of curvature, type of cross-section,
Radius of curvature and rotation. It can hence be concluded for the results that:
i. The smooth and preconditioned entrance geometry reduces the non-uniformities and
other disturbances in the flow field.
ii. The stationary test show a 15% enhancement for the (( 0.1 section at the trailing wall
indicating unstable flow over convex surface.
iii. The )( 0.1 section shows the effect of area reduction at the center of the channel, where
the heat transfer is lower than the adjacent sides due to deceleration of centerline
velocities possibly due to boundary layer interference.
iv. The (( section shows enhancement in heat transfer for 90 and 45 degree cases in the
trailing wall. However there is a slight increase in trailing wall heat transfer for the 45
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degree orientation compared to the 90 degree orientation. The (( 0.1 section shows a
higher rate of enhancement with rotation number increase for 45 degree orientation.
v. This might be due to vortex splitting and formation of vortices near the LSW due to the
curved region on the trailing convex wall, which is almost flat to the direction of
rotation.
vi. The Leading wall shows maximum enhancements of more than 25% for the (( 0.1
section for both orientation. However, the enhancement decreases with increase of
rotation number. The (( 0.06 section shows a similar decreasing trend, where it has
slightly higher heat transfer than the 4:1 section for lower rotation number and falls
below the 4:1 channel at higher rotation number.
vii. The )( 0.06 section trailing wall Heat transfer trend remains the same for the both the
orientations considered. Whereas the leading wall shows 30% enhancements at
Ro’=0.02 and Ro’=0.036 for the 90 degree orientation while the 45 degree orientation
show very little difference.
viii. The )( 0.1 section also shows rapid increase in Leading wall heat transfer ratios from
Ro’=0 to 0.031 at 90 degree orientation and this rate is higher than the 4:1 channel heat
transfer trends. However, the 45 degree leading wall shows a decreasing trend with
increase in rotation, compared to a 4:1 channel.
ix. The higher heat transfer characteristics of the 45 degree )( 0.06 section can be due to
the equivalent higher aspect ratio compared to 4:1 aspect ratio and it is also possible
due to the channel restriction.
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Table 5.1 Comparison of the area averaged Sherwood number ratios (Sh/Sho) for all the
section with Re=20,000 at different rotation numbers and orientation
90
Degree

Orientation

45
Degree

Section
[] 4:1
Ro
Ro (Dh_4:1/Dh)
LW
TW
OSW/LSW
ISW/TSW

0.000
0.000
1.046
1.040
0.964
0.998

0.027
0.027
0.767
1.152
0.940
0.930

0.051
0.051
0.747
1.201
1.122
1.144

0.000
0.000
1.046
1.040
0.964
0.998

0.027
0.027
0.903
1.088
0.746
1.271

0.051
0.051
1.118
1.177
0.688
1.267

Ro
Ro (Dh_4:1/Dh)
LW
TW
OSW/LSW
ISW/TSW

0.000
0.000
1.040
1.023
0.976
0.946

0.027
0.027
0.834
1.171
0.992
0.963

0.051
0.051
0.707
1.278
1.284
1.365

0.000
0.000
1.040
1.023
0.976
0.946

0.027
0.027
0.964
1.247
0.698
1.140

0.051
0.051
1.004
1.275
0.828
1.440

Ro
Ro (Dh_4:1/Dh)
LW
TW
OSW/LSW
ISW/TSW

0.000
0.000
1.008
1.138
0.942
0.948

0.027
0.028
1.036
1.274
0.990
0.997

0.051
0.054
0.907
1.380
1.202
1.185

0.000
0.000
1.008
1.138
0.942
0.948

0.027
0.028
1.057
1.200
0.657
1.184

0.051
0.054
1.266
1.463
0.717
1.312

)( 0.06

Ro
Ro (Dh_4:1/Dh)
LW
TW
OSW/LSW
ISW/TSW

0.000
0.000
1.029
1.000
1.009
0.947

0.015
0.02
0.936
1.121
1.012
1.004

0.027
0.036
0.936
1.241
1.013
1.056

0.000
0.000
1.029
1.000
1.009
0.947

0.015
0.02
0.935
1.083
0.696
0.979

0.027
0.036
1.174
1.228
0.777
1.226

)( 0.1

Ro
Ro (Dh_4:1/Dh)
LW
TW
OSW/LSW
ISW/TSW
ISW/TSW

0.000
0.000
0.818
0.815
0.796
0.766
0.766

0.01
0.02
0.824
0.855
0.852
0.816
0.816

0.015
0.031
0.915
0.921
0.882
0.898
0.898

0.000
0.000
0.818
0.815
0.796
0.766
0.766

0.01
0.02
0.800
0.921
0.661
0.956
0.956

0.015
0.031
0.756
0.878
0.646
0.998
0.998

(( 0.06

(( 0.1
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APPENDIX 1: MATLAB PROGRAM
% MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE THE DEPTH OF SUBLIMATIOIN OF
NAPHTHALENE USING THE INITIAL AND FINAL SCAN DATA
clear all
clc
%Load Initial (*.i) and Final (*.f) scan data
v(1).v=load('v1.i');
v(2).v=load('v3.i');
v(3).v=load('v1.f');
v(4).v=load('v3.f');
v(5).v=load('v5.i');
v(6).v=load('v7.i');
v(7).v=load('v5.f');
v(8).v=load('v7.f');
b=[1 1 1];
% Solving for depth of naphthalene normal to the plane formed by the three reference
points
for i=1:4,
a13(i).m=v(i).v(1:4,:);
a13(i).m(3,:)=[];
X(i).m=[b;[a13(i).m(1:3,2:3)]']';
Y(i).m=[[a13(i).m(1:3,1)]';b;[a13(i).m(1:3,3)]']';
Z(i).m=[[a13(i).m(1:3,1:2)]';b]';
D(i).m=[a13(i).m(1:3,:)];
d(i)=det(D(i).m);
x(i)=det(X(i).m)/d(i);
y(i)=det(Y(i).m)/d(i);
z(i)=det(Z(i).m)/d(i);
end
for i=5:8,
a57(i).m=v(i).v(1:3,:);
X(i).m=[b;[a57(i).m(1:3,2:3)]']';
Y(i).m=[[a57(i).m(1:3,1)]';b;[a57(i).m(1:3,3)]']';
Z(i).m=[[a57(i).m(1:3,1:2)]';b]';
D(i).m=[a57(i).m(1:3,:)];
d(i)=det(D(i).m);
x(i)=det(X(i).m)/d(i);
y(i)=det(Y(i).m)/d(i);
z(i)=det(Z(i).m)/d(i);
end
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for i=1:8,
z1(i).m=(1-x(i).*v(i).v(:,1)-y(i).*v(i).v(:,2))./z(i);
zt(i).m=v(i).v(:,3)-z1(i).m;
end
% Difference in depth and applying calibration
for i=1:2,
zfint(i).m=(zt(i).m-zt(i+2).m)*0.02722;
zfin(i).m=[v(i).v(:,1:2)';zfint(i).m']';
zfin(i).m(1:4,:)=[];
end
for i=5:6,
zfint(i).m=(zt(i).m-zt(i+2).m)*0.02722;
zfin(i).m=[v(i).v(:,1:2)';zfint(i).m']';
zfin(i).m(1:3,:)=[];
end
% Writing data to files
dlmwrite('z1.dat', zfin(1).m, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 8)
dlmwrite('z3.dat', zfin(2).m, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 8)
dlmwrite('z5.dat', zfin(5).m, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 8)
dlmwrite('z7.dat', zfin(6).m, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 8)
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% PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE FLOW PARAMETERS, SHERWOOD
NUMBERS AND PLOTTING DATA IN MAT LAB CODING
% Part I contains the code to calculate flow parameters like Reynolds number, Rotation
number etc.
clear all
clc
%

DEFINE ORIFICE PLATE AND METER RUN PARAMETRES
DISC=0.6057;
BORE=0.35790;
PIPE=1.049;
BETA=BORE/PIPE;
AISENEXP=1.4;
RAIR=0.3704;
AORIF=0.0000095;
APIPE=0.0000067;
TCRIT=132.5;
PCRIT=3.766*10^6;

flag=1;
while (flag==1),
width5=0.25;
width7=0.25;
old=input('\n Enter if the run is old one press (1): ');
type=input('\n Enter if the sides are 1=|| or 21=((I or 22=((II or 31=)(I or 32=)(II :');
if type==1,
width1=1;
width3=1;
p=2.5;
A_DUCT=0.25;
else
if type==21,
width1=1.008;
width3=1.0068;
p=2*0.25+width1+width3;
A_DUCT=0.2545;
else
if type==22,
width1=1.0245;
width3=1.0245;
p=2*(1.0245+0.25);
A_DUCT=0.244;
else
if type==32,
width1=1.0245;
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width3=1.0245;
p=2*(1.0245+0.25);
A_DUCT=0.25-(0.0622*2);
else
width1=1.0068;
width3=1.0068;
p=2*(1.0068+0.25);
A_DUCT=0.19;
end
end
end
end
fprintf('\n\n THE AREA OF THE DUCT(INCH SQ):%f',A_DUCT);
DUCT=4*A_DUCT/p;
fprintf('\n\n THE HYDRAULIC DIAMETER (INCH): %f',DUCT);
PMETER=input('\n\n ENTER METER RUN PRESSURE TRANSDUCER OUTPUT
(PSI):');
PATM=30.006;
PATM=PATM*0.48977; %in PSI
DIFFP=input ('\n ENTER DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCER OUTPUT
(mA):');
pdif=DIFFP;
DIFFP=0.0675*DIFFP-0.2566; %in PSI
PDUCT=input('\n ENTER DUCT PRESSURE (mA), (3.84 mA=0 psig):');
pduc=PDUCT;
PDUCT=(6.25*PDUCT)-24;%in PSI
TMETER=input('\n ENTER METER RUN TEMPERATURE (C):');
TDUCT=input('\n ENTER DUCT TEMPERATURE (C):');
SPEED=input('\n ENTER ROTATION SPEED (rpm):');
OMEG=SPEED*3.1416/30.0;
time=input('\n ENTER TIME TAKEN FOR SUBLIMATION (minutes): ');
TEM(1)=TMETER;
TEM(2)=TDUCT;
P(1)=PMETER;
P(2)=PDUCT;
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% USING TEMP TO STORE TEMPERATURE IN F
for I=1:2,
TEMP(I)=TEM(I)*1.8+32.0;
end
% COMPUTE THERMAL EXPANSION FACTOR FOR PIPE ORIFICE METER
FA=1.0+(2.0/(1.0-BETA^4))*(AORIF-APIPE*BETA^4)*(TEMP(1)-68.0);
% COMPUTE GAS EXPANSION FACTOR ;
Y1=1.0-(0.41-0.35*BETA^4)*(1.0/AISENEXP)*(DIFFP/(PMETER+PATM));
% TO COMPUTE COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR FOR METER RUN AND DUCT
for IP=1:2,
TR=(TEM(IP)+273.15)/TCRIT;
% COMPUTE REDUCED TEMPERATURE
PR=((P(IP)+PATM)*6894.73326)/PCRIT;
% COMPUTE REDUCED PRESSURE
% COMPUTE COEFF. OF REDLICH-KWANG EQUATION OF STATE
A=0.42748*PR/(TR^2.5);
B=0.08664*PR/(TR);
% COMPUTE COEFF. OF GENERAL CUBIC EQUATION
A1=-1.0;
A2=-(B^2+B-A);
A3=-A*B;
Q=(3.0*A2-A1^2)/9.0;
R=(9.0*A1*A2-27.0*A3-2.0*A1^3)/54.0;
if ((Q^3+R^2)<1e-10),
fprintf('\n ERROR COMPUTING COMPRESSIBILITY!!!');
fprintf('\n CHECK THE INPUTS AND RE-ENTER THE CORRECT DATA');
flag=1;
else
flag=0;
end
S=(R+(Q^3+R^2)^0.5)^(1.0/3.0);
T=(R-(Q^3+R^2)^0.5)^(1.0/3.0);
Z(IP)=S+T-(1.0/3.0)*A1;
RHO(IP)=(P(IP)+PATM)/(Z(IP)*RAIR*(TEMP(IP)+459.67));
end
end
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ZMETER=Z(1);
ZDUCT= Z(2);
RHOM=RHO(1);
RHOD=RHO(2);
RHOA=PATM/(RAIR*(TEMP(2)+459.67));
FLOW=0.0997019*DISC*(BORE^2)*FA*Y1*(DIFFP*27.7076*RHOM/(1.0BETA^4))^0.5;
AMU=(1.458E6*(TDUCT+273.15)^0.5)/(1.0+110.4/(TDUCT+273.15))*0.6719689;
UDUCT=FLOW/(RHOD*(A_DUCT/144.0));
USDUCT=FLOW/(RHOA*(A_DUCT/144.0));
RE=RHOD*UDUCT*(DUCT/12.0)/AMU;
ROT=OMEG*(DUCT/12.0)/UDUCT;
QDUCT=(UDUCT*60.0)*(A_DUCT/144.0);
QSDUCT=(USDUCT*60.0)*(A_DUCT/144.0);
fprintf('\n\n INPUT ');
fprintf('\n\n INPUT SECTION TYPE : %d',type);
fprintf('\n\n AREA OF THE SECTION : %f',A_DUCT );
fprintf('\n\n HYDRAULIC DIAMETER OF THE SECTION : %f',DUCT );
fprintf('\n\n INPUT METER RUN PRESSURE(PSI) : %f',PMETER);
fprintf('\n\n INPUT DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE(mA): %f',pdif);
fprintf('\n\n INPUT DUCT PRESSURE (mA): %f',pduc);
fprintf('\n\n INPUT METER TEMPERATURE (C): %f',TMETER);
fprintf('\n\n INPUT DUCT TEMPERATURE (C): %f',TDUCT);
fprintf('\n\n INPUT ROTATION SPEED (RPM): %f',SPEED);
fprintf('\n\n INPUT TIME TAKEN FOR THE EXPERIMENT (MIN): %f',time);
fprintf('\n\n OUTPUT');
fprintf('\n\n DUCT PRESSURE (PSIG) = %f',PDUCT+PATM);
fprintf('\n\n DENSITY OF AIR IN THE SURROUNDING (lbm/ft^3) = %f',RHOA);
fprintf('\n\n DENSITY OF AIR IN THE METER (lbm/ft^3) = %f',RHOM);
fprintf('\n\n DENSITY OF AIR IN THE DUCT (lbm/ft^3) = %f',RHOD);
fprintf('\n\n THE MASS FLOW RATE IN lbm/s = %f',FLOW);
fprintf('\n\n VELOCITY OF FLOW THROUGH DUCT (ft/s) = %f',UDUCT);
fprintf('\n\n THE VOLUME FLOW RATE IN THE DUCT IN cfm = %f',QDUCT);
fprintf('\n\n THE STANDARD VOLUME FLOW RATE IN THE DUCT IN
scfm=%f',QSDUCT);
fprintf('\n\n THE DUCT REYNOLDS NUMBER IS = %f ',RE);
fprintf('\n\n THE ROTATION NUMBER IS = %f',ROT);
% THE ABOVE PART COMPUTES ALL THE FLOW PROPERTIES
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% THE PART BELOW IS USED TO CALCULATE SHERWOOD NUMBERS USING
THE PROPERTIES GIVEN ABOVE AND THE NAPHTHALENE SUBLIMATION
DEPTH DATA.
%Transfer all above variables to new variables
Re=RE;
Pduct=PDUCT+PATM;
temp= TDUCT;
hy_dia=DUCT;
A_duct=A_DUCT;
a=120;
% Load Depth data from output of previous depth program
z(1).d=load ('z1.dat');
z(3).d=load ('z3.dat');
z(5).d=load ('z5.dat');
z(7).d=load ('z7.dat');
if (old==1),
z(1).d(121:960,:)=[];
z(3).d(121:960,:)=[];
z(5).d(121:400,:)=[];
z(7).d(121:400,:)=[];
else
new=1;
end
% Here we neglect the erroneous points in the plates,
for j=1:2:7,
le(j)=length(z(j).d);
for i=1:le(j),
if z(j).d(i,3)<0,
z(j).d(i,3)=1e-7;
end
end
end
% Find out the upper and lower limits of the given data set.
for i=1:2:7,
lim(i,:)=[min(z(i).d(:,1)) max(z(i).d(:,1)) min(z(i).d(:,2)) max(z(i).d(:,2))];
end
xmin=lim(:,1);
xmax=lim(:,2);
ymin=lim(:,3);
ymax=lim(:,4);
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% Adjust the coordinates of the plates
j=1;
z(j).d(:,1)=z(j).d(:,1)-xmin(j);
z(j).d(:,2)=z(j).d(:,2)-ymin(j);
j=3;
z(j).d(:,1)=xmax(j)-z(j).d(:,1);
z(j).d(:,2)=ymax(j)-z(j).d(:,2);
if (old==1),
for j=1:2:3,
z3(j).d=sortrows(sortrows(z(j).d(121:le(j),:),2),1);
z(j).d=[z(j).d(1:120,:);z3(j).d];
end
else
for j=1:2:3,
z1(j).d=sortrows(sortrows(z(j).d(1:120*5,:),1),2);
Z1=[z1(j).d(1:120,3)';z1(j).d(1+120:120*2,3)';z1(j).d(1+2*120:120*3,3)';...
z1(j).d(1+3*120:120*4,3)';z1(j).d(1+4*120:120*5,3)'];
z2(j).d=mean(Z1)';
z2(j).d=[z1(j).d(1+2*120:120*3,1:2)';z2(j).d']';
z3(j).d=sortrows(sortrows(z(j).d(1+120*5:le(j),:),2),1);
z(j).d=[z2(j).d(1:120,:);z3(j).d];
end
end
for j=5:2:7,
z(j).d(:,1)=z(j).d(:,1)-xmin(j);
z(j).d(:,2)=z(j).d(:,2)-ymin(j);
z3(j).d=sortrows(sortrows(z(j).d(121:le(j),:),2),1);
z(j).d=[z(j).d(1:120,:);z3(j).d];
end
for j=1:2:7,
le(j)=length(z(j).d);
end
for j=1:2:7,
Dx(j)=(xmax(j)-xmin(j))/((a-1)*12); %dx distance for each plate
end
time=60*time; % converting time to seconds
dens_nap=71.4; % density of solid naphthalene in lbm/ft^3
P_atm=14.69; % psi
mu0=9.7973e-7; %constant in lbm/ft-s.
cmu=110.4; % constant
T=temp+273.15; %converting temperature to Kelvin Scale
mu=mu0*(sqrt(T)/(1+(cmu/T)));
Rair=0.3704; % in psia-ft^3/lbm-R
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Tw=1.8*temp+491.67; % converting temperature to Rankine Scale
%Computation of the compressiblilty factor calculating density in the duct
%Reduced temperature and Pressure
Tcrit=TCRIT; %in kelvins
Pcrit=PCRIT; % in Pascals
TR=T/Tcrit;
PR=(Pduct)*6894.73326/Pcrit;
Z_duct=ZDUCT;%SS+TT-(0.33*A1);
rhod=RHOD; %(Pduct)/(Z_duct*Rair*Tw);
rhoa=RHOA; %P_atm/(Rair*Tw);
Q=((Re*mu*60*A_duct)/(hy_dia*rhoa*12));
Qd=((Re*mu*60*A_duct)/(hy_dia*rhod*12));
c=dens_nap/(time*Qd);
k_vis=mu/rhoa;
% calculation of vapor density
B1=11.884;
B2=6713;
e=B1-(B2/Tw);
Pvw=(10^e);
R_nap=12.06;
vapor_dens=Pvw/(Z_duct*R_nap*Tw);
% calculating Sherwood number
denb(1,1)=c*(z(1).d(1,3)*width1*Dx(1)+z(3).d(1,3)*width3*Dx(3)+...
z(5).d(1,3)*width5*Dx(5)+z(7).d(1,3)*width7*Dx(7))/144;
for i=2:a,
denb(i,1)=denb(i-1,1)+c*(z(1).d(i,3)*width1*Dx(1)+z(3).d(i,3)*...
width3*Dx(3)+z(5).d(i,3)*width5*Dx(5)+z(7).d(i,3)*width7*Dx(7))/144;
end
% mass_transfer_coeff
ax=59; %fully developed number of points in x
for i=1:2:7,
if i<5,
ay=30; %Number of points in y
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else
ay=10; %Number of points in y for 5 and 7 plates
end;
for j=1:a,
s=dens_nap*z(i).d(j,3)/(12*time);
hm(j,i)=s/(vapor_dens-denb(j,1));
end
for j=1:ax,
L=1;
w=1;
while (abs(w) > 0.05),
w=(z(i).d(a+1+(j-1)*ay,1))-(z(i).d(L,1));
L=L+1;
end
Dden1=vapor_dens-denb(L-1,1);
Dden2=vapor_dens-denb(L-2,1);
Dden=Dden1-((Dden1-Dden2)*(((z(i).d(L-1,1)-(z(i).d(a+1+(j-1)*...
ay,1)))/(z(i).d(L-1,1)-(z(i).d(L-2,1))))));
for k=1:ay,
s=(dens_nap*(z(i).d(a+k+(j-1)*ay,3)/(12*time)));
hm(120+k+(j-1)*ay,i)=s/Dden;
end
end
end
% Finding Sherwood number
Sc=2.5;
for i=1:2:7,
for j=1:le(i),
shw(j,i)=hm(j,i)*hy_dia*Sc/(k_vis*12)*(Pduct/P_atm);
end
end
for i=1:2:3,
for k=1:5,
for j=1:a,
s=dens_nap*z1(i).d(j+a*(k-1),3)/(12*time);
hmf(j+a*(k-1),i)=s/(vapor_dens-denb(j,1));
end
end
for j=1:a*5,
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shwf(j,i)=hmf(j,i)*hy_dia*Sc/(k_vis*12)*(Pduct/P_atm);
end
end
% Normalization using Mc Adams correlation
sho=0.023*RE^0.8*Sc^0.4;
shw2=shw/sho; % Normalized Sherwood numbers
% separating data for plots and graphs
ductflag=1;
while (ductflag==1),
sht2=shw2;
sht2(1:120,:)=[];
for m=1:2:3
k=1;for i=1:59,for j=1:30,sh(m).s(j,i)=sht2(k,m);k=k+1;end;end
end
for m=5:2:7
k=1;for i=1:59,for j=1:10,sh(m).s(j,i)=sht2(k,m);k=k+1;end;end
end
sh5=sh(5).s;
sh7=sh(7).s;
sh1=sum(sh(1).s');
sh3=sum(sh(3).s');
sh5=sum(sh(5).s');
sh7=sum(sh(7).s');
cl(1:120,1)=z(1).d(1:120,1);
cl(1:120,2:5)=shw2(1:120,1:2:7);
k=30;for n=1:59,X(n)=z(1).d(121+k*(n-1),1);end;
y13=z(1).d(121:150,2);
y57=z(5).d(121:128,2);
ya57=0:0.25/8:0.25/8*9;%z(5).d(121:130,2);
sa13=[y13';sh1/59;sh3/59]';
sa57=[ya57;sh5/59;sh7/59]';
ly13=length(y13);
I=eye(ly13,ly13);
for i=1:ly13,I1(:,i)=I(:,ly13-i+1);end
sa13(:,3)=(sa13(:,3)'*I1)';
ly57=length(ya57);
J=eye(ly57,ly57);
for i=1:ly57,J1(:,i)=J(:,ly57-i+1);end
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sa57(:,3)=(sa57(:,3)'*J1)';
sa13=sa13';
sa57=sa57';
aa13=[sum(sum(sh(1).s))/1770;sum(sum(sh(3).s))/1770];
aa57=[sum(sum(sh5))/590;sum(sum(sh7))/590];
aa=[aa13;aa57];
% Plotting raw data to find valid points in data
figure;plot(1:2:7,aa);
figure(1);plot(cl(:,1),cl(:,2:5));hold on;
figure;plot(sa13(1,:),sa13(2:3,:));
figure;plot(sa57(1,:),sa57(2:3,:));
pt_tot1L=input('Enter the No. of points close to zero LEFT SIDE of spanwise avg curve
for LW :');
pt_tot1R=input('Enter the No. of points close to zero RIGHT SIDE of spanwise avg
curve for LW :');
pt_tot3L=input('Enter the No. of points close to zero LEFT SIDE of spanwise avg curve
for TW :');
pt_tot3R=input('Enter the No. of points close to zero RIGHT SIDE of spanwise avg
curve for TW :');
pt_tot5L=input('Enter the No. of points close to zero LEFT SIDE of spanwise avg curve
for OSW :');
pt_tot5R=input('Enter the No. of points close to zero RIGHT SIDE of spanwise avg
curve for OSW :');
pt_tot7L=input('Enter the No. of points close to zero LEFT SIDE of spanwise avg curve
for ISW :');
pt_tot7R=input('Enter the No. of points close to zero RIGHT SIDE of spanwise avg
curve for ISW :');
pt_tot1=pt_tot1L+pt_tot1R;
pt_tot3=pt_tot3L+pt_tot3R;
pt_tot5=pt_tot5L+pt_tot5R;
pt_tot7=pt_tot7L+pt_tot7R;
sa13=sa13';
sa57=sa57';
sa13(1:2,:)=[];
sa13(length(sa13)-2+1:length(sa13),:)=[];
saa57(:,1)=2*0.25/8:0.25/8:0.25-(0.25/8);
saa57(:,2)=sa57(pt_tot5L+1:length(sa57)-pt_tot5R,2);
saa57(:,3)=sa57(pt_tot7L+1:length(sa57)-pt_tot7R,3);
sa13=sa13';
sa57=saa57';
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aa13=[sum(sa13(2,:))/(30-pt_tot1);sum(sa13(3,:))/(30-pt_tot3)];
aa57=[sum(saa57(:,2))/(10-pt_tot5);sum(saa57(:,3))/(10-pt_tot7)];
aa=[aa13;aa57];
an=aa';
figure(2);plot(1:2:7,aa);hold on;
figure(3);plot(sa13(1,:),sa13(2:3,:));hold on;
figure(4);plot(sa57(1,:),sa57(2:3,:));hold on;
flagstatus=input('\n\n If you want to recheck the data (press any button) or write in files
(1): ');
if (flagstatus==1),
ductflag=0;
else
ductflag=1;
end
end
% Writing data to files
% open file
fid = fopen('flow.txt','wt');
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT ');
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT SECTION TYPE : %d',type);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n AREA OF THE SECTION : %f',A_DUCT );
fprintf(fid,'\n\n HYDRAULIC DIAMETER OF THE SECTION : %f',DUCT );
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT METER RUN PRESSURE(PSI) : %f',PMETER);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE(mA): %f',pdif);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT DUCT PRESSURE (mA): %f',pduc);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT METER TEMPERATURE (C): %f',TMETER);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT DUCT TEMPERATURE (C): %f',TDUCT);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT ROTATION SPEED (RPM): %f',SPEED);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n INPUT TIME TAKEN FOR THE EXPERIMENT (MIN): %f',time/60);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n OUTPUT');
fprintf(fid,'\n\n DUCT PRESSURE (PSIG) = %f',PDUCT+PATM);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n DENSITY OF AIR IN THE SURROUNDING (lbm/ft^3) = %f',RHOA);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n DENSITY OF AIR IN THE METER (lbm/ft^3) = %f',RHOM);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n DENSITY OF AIR IN THE DUCT (lbm/ft^3) = %f',RHOD);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n THE MASS FLOW RATE IN lbm/s = %f',FLOW);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n VELOCITY OF FLOW THROUGH DUCT (ft/s) = %f',UDUCT);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n THE VOLUME FLOW RATE IN THE DUCT IN cfm = %f',QDUCT);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n THE STANDARD VOLUME FLOW RATE IN THE DUCT IN
scfm=%f',QSDUCT);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n THE DUCT REYNOLDS NUMBER IS = %f ',RE);
fprintf(fid,'\n\n THE ROTATION NUMBER IS = %f',ROT);
fclose(fid);
% close the file
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%The Normalized Sherwood numbers
dlmwrite('shw1.dat',[z(1).d(121:1890,1:2)';shw2(121:1890,1)']', 'delimiter', '\t',
'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('shw3.dat',[z(3).d(121:1890,1:2)';shw2(121:1890,3)']', 'delimiter', '\t',
'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('shw5.dat',[z(5).d(121:710,1:2)';shw2(121:710,5)']', 'delimiter', '\t',
'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('shw7.dat',[z(7).d(121:710,1:2)';shw2(121:710,7)']', 'delimiter', '\t',
'precision', 6);
% for full plate contour using 120 X 5 lines on the plates
dlmwrite('shwf1.dat',[z1(1).d(1:120*5,1:2)';(shwf(1:120*5,1)/sho)']', 'delimiter', '\t',
'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('shwf3.dat',[z1(3).d(1:120*5,1:2)';(shwf(1:120*5,3)/sho)']', 'delimiter', '\t',
'precision', 6);
%for centerline plots
dlmwrite('cl.dat', cl, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6)
%X matrix for Fully developed region
dlmwrite('x.dat', X, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
%Y matrix for Fully developed region
dlmwrite('y13.dat',y13, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('y57.dat',y57, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
%Sherwood number matrix in 59 X 30 format
dlmwrite('shm1.dat', sh(1).s, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('shm3.dat', sh(3).s, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('shm5.dat', sh(5).s(3:10,:), 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('shm7.dat', sh(7).s(1:8,:), 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
%Streamwise Average
dlmwrite('sa13.dat', sa13', 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
dlmwrite('sa57.dat', sa57', 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
%Area Averaged
dlmwrite('aa.dat', [aa13;aa57]', 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6);
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APPENDIX 2: ADDITIONAL PLOTS
The previous reports have all the area averaged plots for all the experiments. This doc file
has the remaining plots.

The Streamwise averaged plots of 4:1 channel
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Streamwise averaged plots (( 0.06 Channel
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Streamwise averaged plots (( 0.1 Channel
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Streamwise averaged plots )( 0.06 Channel
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Streamwise averaged plots )( 0.1 Channel
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Contour plots of most of the cases
90 Degree plots

Figure (1) 4:1 Re=20k Ro=0.027

Figure 2 4:1 Re=20k Ro=0.051
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Figure 3 (( 0.06 Re=20k Ro=0.027

Figure 4 (( 0.06 Re=20k Ro=0.051
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Figure 5 (( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0 :1

Figure 6 (( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0 :2
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Figure 7 (( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0.027

Figure 8 (( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0.051
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Figure 9 )( 0.06 Re=20k Ro=0.015

Figure 10 )( 0.06 Re=20k Ro=0.027
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Figure 11 )( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0 :1

Figure 12 )( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0 :2
The above second experiment had some reading error in the ISW so I redid to experiment
to verify.
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Figure 13 )( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0.01

Figure 14 )( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0.015
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The above plots were 90 degree orientations mainly rotating cases.
The following contours are for 45 degree orientations. Since the heat transfer is
higher here the range of Sh/Sho is also made higher (0-2)

Figure 15 4:1 Re=20k Ro=0.027 (45)

Figure 16 4:1 Re=20k Ro=0.051 (45)
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Figure 17 (( 0.06 Re=20k Ro=0.027 (45)

Figure 18 (( 0.06 Re=20k Ro=0.051 (45)
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Figure 19 (( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0.027 (45)

Figure 20 (( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0.051 (45)
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Figure 21 )( 0.06 Re=20k Ro=0.015 (45)

Figure 22 )( 0.06 Re=20k Ro=0.027 (45)
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Figure 23 )( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0.01 (45)

Figure 24 )( 0.1 Re=20k Ro=0.015 (45)
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